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A B S T R A C T 

We present a straightforward argument for why the luminous, hard state of black hole X-ray binaries (BHXRBs) cannot always be 
associated with a magnetically arrested accretion disc (MAD). It relies on three core premises: (1) that the type-C quasi-periodic 
oscillation (QPO) is best explained by Lense–Thirring (LT) precession of a tilted, inner, hot flow; (2) that observed optical and 

infrared (IR) QPOs with the same or lower frequency as the type-C QPO suggest the jet, too, must precess in these systems; 
and (3) that numerical simulations of MADs show that their strong magnetic fields promote alignment of the disc with the black 

hole and, thereby, suppress LT precession. If all three premises hold true, then, at least whenever the optical and IR QPOs are 
observed alongside the type-C QPO, these systems cannot be in the MAD state. Extending the argument further, if the type-C 

QPO is al w ays associated with LT precession, then it w ould rule out MADs an ytime this timing feature is seen, which co v ers 
nearly all BHXRBs when they are in the luminous, hard and hard-intermediate states. 

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – MHD – relativistic processes – X-rays: binaries. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lack hole X-ray binaries (BHXRBs) generally only reach observ-
ble X-ray luminosities whenever they go through an outburst,
hich typically lasts from a few weeks to many months. These
utbursts trace characteristic patterns in hardness–intensity diagrams
HID; Fender, Belloni & Gallo 2004 ), with spectral and timing
eatures that are common across many sources (Belloni, Psaltis &
an der Klis 2002 ; Remillard & McClintock 2006 ). Because the
bservational characteristics of these sources evolve in well-defined
ays during a giv en outburst, observ ers hav e identified characteristic

tates that these sources pass through (see Homan & Belloni 2005 ;
cClintock & Remillard 2006 ; Done, Gierli ́nski & Kubota 2007 , for

e vie ws). At the start of all outbursts, sources are found in the ‘hard’
tate. As the name implies, this state shows a hard spectrum that is
ften completely dominated by a power-law component. Sources in
his state also show steady radio emission, with a flat or inverted
pectrum, consistent with a self-absorbed, compact jet (Blandford &
 ̈onigl 1979 ). The jet sometimes also contributes significantly in the

nfrared (IR; Corbel & Fender 2002 ) and optical (Russell et al. 2006 )
ands. Sources are seen to remain in the hard state up to luminosities
f a few tens of per cent of Eddington (e.g. Dunn et al. 2010 ), at
hich point they usually undergo a state transition. Subsequently,

hey may pass through a hard-intermediate, soft-intermediate, and
oft state, before eventually returning to the hard state, although with
ysteresis (Miyamoto et al. 1995 ; Maccarone & Coppi 2003 ), and
ltimately to quiescence in most cases. Our focus in this work is
rimarily on the luminous, hard and hard-intermediate states. 
 E-mail: fragilep@cofc.edu 
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Although the exact nature of the hard state is still hotly debated, a
icture that has been gaining support in recent years is to associate it
ith a magnetically arrested disc (MAD; e.g. Igumenshchev 2009 ;
egelman & Armitage 2014 ; Dexter et al. 2014 ). In a MAD, the
ccreting gas drags in sufficient magnetic flux to saturate the black
ole and disrupt the accretion flow (Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Ruzmaikin
976 ; Narayan, Igumenshchev & Abramowicz 2003 ). This naturally
eads to an interruption, or truncation, of the thin disc outside
f the normal marginally stable radius. The fast accretion inside
he MAD flow prevents efficient radiation, suppressing the soft
ontribution to the spectrum. Instead, energy may be dissipated via
agnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves or magnetic flares that heat the

ow-density plasma surrounding this region (Igumenshchev 2009 ;
ipperda et al. 2022 ). This hot plasma can then account for the hard,
ower-law component of the spectrum via Compton scattering of
oft photons coming from the truncated, thin disc. 

Ho we ver, this association of the hard state with a MAD stands
n direct conflict with a very popular and successful model for the
ype-C, low-frequency quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO), which is
een in nearly all of these sources when they are in the luminous,
ard and hard-intermediate states (see Ingram & Motta 2019 , for a
e vie w of QPO phenomenology). This model, first described in detail
n Ingram, Done & Fragile ( 2009 ), explains the type-C QPO as the
esult of global, Lense–Thirring (LT) precession of a tilted, inner, hot
o w. There are no w extensi ve and di verse observ ations in support of

his general picture, as we summarize in Section 2 . 
Furthermore, a related QPO has recently been observed in quasi-

imultaneous X-ray, optical (Gandhi et al. 2010 ), and IR (Kalamkar
t al. 2016 ) observations of multiple sources. The detection of a single
PO frequency across such a wide range of wavelengths strongly
oints to a common origin. The most likely interpretation is that
© 2023 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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he optical and IR signals are coming from precession within the jet
tself (Malzac et al. 2018 ), likely in response to precession occurring
n the inner accretion flow. The X-ray QPO may come either from
he base of the jet or the inner accretion flow (Heil, Uttley & Klein-

olt 2015 ). In Section 3 , we re vie w the current evidence for this
nterpretation. 

The conflict arises out of numerical simulation results that, so far, 
uggest that magnetically arrested discs and their jets do not precess 
McKinne y, Tchekho vsk o y & Blandford 2013 ; Ressler, White &
uataert 2023 , Chatterjee et al. in preparation). This owes to the

trong magnetic fields accumulated close to the black hole that 
re the defining feature of MADs (e.g. Igumenshchev, Narayan & 

bramowicz 2003 ; McKinne y, Tchekho vsk o y & Blandford 2012 ).
hese strong fields force the accretion flow to align with the sym-
etry plane of the black hole, thereby precluding any LT precession. 
ince there are still relatively few published simulations of tilted 
ADs, we recapitulate the latest results in Section 4 . 
If, indeed, MADs cannot precess, then we face one of two 

nevitabilities: either the luminous, hard state of BHXRBs is not 
AD or the type-C and jet QPOs in these sources are not associated
ith LT precession. In either case, we would be forced to abandon
 promising model for understanding BHXRB phenomenology. In 
ection 5 , we weigh these two possibilities along with the third
ossibility that current simulations are somehow leading us astray. 

 E V I D E N C E  F O R  PRECESSION  IN  H A R D  

TATE  

he type-C QPO is the most common QPO seen in BHXRBs.
lthough there is evidence for it even in soft-accretion states 

Motta et al. 2012 ), it is most prominent in the luminous, hard
nd hard-intermediate states. Its frequency is tightly correlated with 
he outburst cycle, rising from a few mHz near the start of the
utburst to ∼10 Hz in the intermediate states. This has now been
onfirmed in numerous sources (Ingram & Motta 2019 ). While there 
re many models for the type-C QPO, the current best observations 
trongly fa v our a geometric origin, with precession being the most
onsistent explanation. Here, we summarize those observations and 
heir interpretations: 

(i) High-inclination (more edge-on view) sources exhibit stronger 
POs than low-inclination (more face-on view) ones (Heil et al. 
015 ; Motta et al. 2015 ). This is directly expected from a precession
odel, since a precessing corona viewed face on does not modulate 

he X-ray flux at all, whereas a strong oscillation would be seen from
he same corona viewed edge on. 

(ii) There is an inclination dependence to the QPO phase lags 
van den Eijnden et al. 2017 ). For observations with low-QPO 

requencies ( � 2 Hz), all sources display small ( ∼0.003 QPO cycles)
ard lags in their QPO fundamental (the maximum count rate 
n the QPO waveform occurs later in the hard band than in the
oft). For observations with higher QPO frequencies, low-inclination 
ources show large (up to ∼0.1 QPO cycles) hard lags, while high-
nclination sources exhibit large (also up to ∼0.1 QPO cycles) soft
ags (maximum count rate occurs earlier in the hard band). These 
esults are harder to directly interpret than the amplitude dependence, 
ut are much easier to explain if the QPO is a geometric effect
han, say, an oscillation of some intrinsic disc property. Within 
he precession model, it can be interpreted as a trade-off between 
wo effects. On the one hand, the projected area of the corona is
aximal at the point in its precession cycle when it is viewed most

ace on, while on the other, Doppler boosting is maximal half a
recession cycle later when the corona is viewed most edge on
since this maximises the line-of-sight velocities). We may expect 
rojected area effects to dominate for low-inclination sources and 
oppler effects to dominate for high-inclination ones (Veledina, 
outanen & Ingram 2013 ), leading to high- and low-inclination 
ources displaying opposite QPO lag behaviour to one another, as 
bserved. 
(iii) There are also hints that the QPO waveform itself depends on

nclination. de Ruiter et al. ( 2019 ) tracked this by measuring the phase
ifference between the first and second harmonics for many RXTE 

bservations. They found that all high-inclination sources follow a 
ommon evolution of phase difference with QPO frequency, whereas 
ow-inclination sources seem to behave independently, again pointing 
o an inclination dependence of this QPO. 

(iv) Perhaps the best evidence in fa v our of the precession model
s provided by QPO phase-resolved spectroscopy (Ingram & van der 
lis 2015 ). The reflection (or co v ering) fraction has been found to
ary systematically with QPO phase in both H 1743 −322 (Ingram
t al. 2017 ) and GRS 1915 + 105 (Nathan et al. 2022 ), as has the
ron line centroid energy (Ingram et al. 2016 ). Both properties are
aturally predicted in the precession model; the former from the 
ngle between the rotation axes of the disc and corona changing
s the corona precesses around the black hole spin axis (You et al.
020 ), and the latter from the corona preferentially illuminating the
pproaching/receding disc material at different phases of its preces- 
ion cycle, giving rise to a blue-/red-shifted iron line (Schnittman, 
oman & Miller 2006 ; Ingram & Done 2012 ). 

The sample of sources for all of these studies is relatively small
 � 15), but there is high-statistical confidence that the QPO amplitude
ependence on inclination is real (Motta et al. 2015 ), and detailed
tatistical analysis concludes that the probability of the inclination 
ependency for the lags occurring purely by chance is ≈ 0 . 5 per cent
van den Eijnden et al. 2017 ). In other words, the evidence for the
ype-C QPO being a geometric effect is quite strong. Additionally, the
bserved QPO phase-dependence of the iron line centroid ef fecti vely
ules out most QPO models other than precession. 

As a final note in this section, we acknowledge that evidence 
or precession is not necessarily evidence for LT precession, which 
ould require the corona be tilted with respect to the symmetry
lane of the black hole. The corona could be tilted due to a global tilt
f the system (the angular momentum axis of the binary not being
ligned with the spin axis of the black hole). GRO J1655 −40 (Fragile,
athews & Wilson 2001 ), SAX J1819 −2525 (Maccarone 2002 ) and
AXI J1820 + 070 (Poutanen et al. 2022 ) all exhibit evidence for this

ind of misalignment. Otherwise, it may be that the tilt is somehow
elf-excited by the accretion flo w. Whate ver the case may be, LT
orque is by far the most likely culprit for driving precession o v er the
ange of radii and time-scales we are talking about here, at least for
lack holes. Therefore, we take the strong evidence of precession as
trong evidence for LT precession. 

 E V I D E N C E  F O R  PRECESSI ON  IN  J E T S  

irect observation of jet precession is only possible with very long
aseline interferometry of discrete ejecta, and even then only for 
ertain active galactic nuclei (AGN; e.g. Dominik et al. 2021 ) and
RBs (Miller-Jones et al. 2019 ). In the absence of imaging, the
ost readily accessible evidence for jet precession may be in the

orrelated timing properties between spectral bands associated with 
he disc corona and the body of the jet. 
MNRASL 525, L82–L86 (2023) 
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Observed optical/IR–X-ray lags already suggest a connection
etween the X-ray corona and the jet (e.g. Gandhi et al. 2010 ;
alamkar et al. 2016 ). If this is the case, then it stands to reason there
ay be an optical/IR (i.e. jet) counterpart to any QPO associated with

he corona, though this depends on the specific QPO mechanism.
or the LT precession model, the jet QPO frequency should be equal

o (for rigid precession) or lower than (for differential precession)
he type-C QPO seen in X-rays, at least when the source is in the
uminous, hard state. 

Thus, we consider correlations between the type-C and optical/IR
PO frequencies to be evidence in further support of precession.
o we ver, such correlations are difficult to catch due to the fairly

apid changes in the QPO frequency (on time-scales of days or less;
.g. Hynes et al. 2003 ). The association requires near simultaneous
bservations across these wavelengths. Here, we report on the few
ources for which such observations have been made: 

(i) GX 339–4 : During a 1981 outburst of this source, Motch,
lo vaisk y & Chevalier ( 1982 ) reported QPOs in simultaneous X-ray
nd optical data. The QPOs were seen to have frequencies of ∼0.1
nd 0.05 Hz in the X-rays (likely a type-C QPO, given the definitions
n Motta et al. 2011 ) and ∼0.05 Hz in the optical; notably, there was
o corresponding optical QPO at ∼0.1 Hz. More recently, Gandhi
t al. ( 2010 ) studied a fainter hard state of this source during its 2007
utburst, finding the same optical QPO with a frequency of 0.05 Hz.
lthough there was no obvious corresponding X-ray QPO in the
XTE data, its presence could not be excluded, and its non-detection
ay be attributed to the X-ray faintness of the source during this

articular outburst (Nowak, Wilms & Do v e 1999 ). 
The source was observed again during its 2010 outburst, with

POs detected in the optical and IR at ∼0.08 Hz and an X-ray QPO
ound at 0.16 Hz, with a weaker signal at ∼0.09 Hz (Kalamkar et al.
016 ). The similarity of the IR/optical QPO frequency to the X-ray
ignal at ∼0.09 Hz led Kalamkar et al. ( 2016 ) to conclude that the
et was precessing in response to the precession of the hot corona
with the stronger 0.16 Hz signal being a harmonic; see Veledina
t al. 2013 ). 

(ii) XTE J1118 + 48 : The rising phase of the 2000 outburst of
his source was studied in UV, optical, and X-rays (Hynes et al.
003 ). QPOs were seen in all three bands with consistent frequencies
arying monotonically from 0.08 to 0.13 Hz o v er a period of 50 d.
he X-ray QPO can be identified as type-C according to the definition

n Casella, Belloni & Stella ( 2005 ). 
(iii) MAXI J1820 + 070 : The 2018 outburst of this source was

bserved widely, with QPOs reported in X-rays (e.g. Buisson et al.
018 , 2019 ) and optical (Mao et al. 2022 ). The frequencies were
round 0.05 Hz in both bands and appear consistent to within ∼20
er cent. The X-ray QPO was consistent with being type-C. 

(iv) BW Cir : The 2015 outburst of this source showed QPOs in
oth X-rays and optical at 0.018 Hz (Pahari et al. 2017 ). At the peak
f the outburst, the X-ray QPO had increased to ∼0.19 Hz, while the
ptical QPO was not detected. Ho we ver, this outburst was unusual
n that it did not follow the traditional path around the HID. 

Condensing the abo v e, one may tentatively conclude that, during
he rising phase of an outburst, where the hard X-ray emission is
ufficiently bright, a type-C QPO can be detected with an optical
and maybe UV or IR, where data permits) counterpart at similar
requencies. Given that the IR emission from the disc cannot easily
ary on the short time-scales of these QPOs, it seems that the
est explanation is that the corona and jet are precessing together,
roducing the respective QPOs (Kalamkar et al. 2016 ). 
NRASL 525, L82–L86 (2023) 
In addition to the abo v e, precessing jets have been confirmed
uring the super Eddington outburst of V404 Cyg (Miller-Jones et al.
019 ) and the persistently highly super Eddington source, SS433
Fabian & Rees 1979 ; Margon et al. 1979 ). In both of these cases,
here is evidence that the disc is inflated (e.g. Motta et al. 2017 ),
hich may then precess due to the action of a variety of torques, such

s a slaved disc in the case of SS433 (van den Heuvel, Ostriker &
etterson 1980 ) and LT in the case of V404 Cyg (Middleton et al.
018 , 2019 ; Miller-Jones et al. 2019 ). The accretion flow in these
ystems may well share similarities with the corona in the luminous,
ard state (the key difference being the density and mass-loss at
uper Eddington rates), supporting the general picture of coordinated
recession between a thick disc and jet. 

 N O  PRECESSI ON  IN  M A D  SI MULATI ONS  

n light of the strong evidence that the inner disc/corona and jets of
HXRBs in the hard and hard-intermediate states precess, we now

urn to numerical simulations to see what they have to say. First,
n the case of weak magnetization (non-MAD states), such discs do
recess in a manner consistent with type-C QPO behaviour (Fragile
t al. 2007 ; Liska et al. 2018 ; White, Quataert & Blaes 2019 ), even
n the presence of a surrounding thin disc (i.e. in a truncated disc
eometry; Bollimpalli, Fragile & Klu ́zniak 2023 ). Furthermore, the
orresponding jets precess in phase with the disc (Liska et al. 2023 ;
essler et al. 2023 ). In other words, the jet aligns with and follows

he angular momentum axis of the disc, not the black hole spin axis,
or non-MAD flows, strongly supporting the picture of the type-C
nd jet QPOs being driven by LT precession. 

Ho we ver, for MADs, the case is very different. Here, there is ample
nd growing evidence that the disc and jet do not precess (McKinney
t al. 2013 ; Ressler et al. 2023 , Chatterjee et al., in preparation). This
s because, in the MAD state, the black hole ergosphere and inner
ccretion disc are saturated with magnetic flux. This strong magnetic
ux, twisted as it is by the rotating black hole, is forced to align with

he black hole spin axis. Because the dynamics of the inner disc are
ominated by the magnetic field in the MAD state, the inner disc
ligns in response to the alignment of the field. This is demonstrated
or a sampling of MAD simulations in Fig. 1 ; please also see table
 of McKinney et al. ( 2013 ) and fig. 14 of Ressler et al. ( 2023 ) for
urther evidence. We see that even for initial tilts up to T disc � 60 ◦,
he inner disc is forced to align with the symmetry plane of the black
ole out to r � 10 GM / c 2 . Furthermore, the jet in these simulations
lso aligns with the spin axis of the black hole, as shown in Fig. 2 . 

The tak eaw ay message is that MADs force an alignment of the
nner accretion flow with the black hole spin axis. This forced
lignment prevents LT precession of the disc, which, in turn,
recludes any L T -driven precession of the jet. (Because the tilt is
f fecti vely 0 ◦ for much of the jet, it is not even possible to define a
easonable precession angle.) 

 SUMMARY  

f everything we have claimed up to this point is true, then we are led
o the inevitable conclusion that the luminous, hard state of BHXRBs
annot be MAD. To summarize: 

(i) MADs apparently do not precess. 
(ii) Yet, the type-C and jet QPOs are best explained by precession.
(iii) Since the type-C QPO is a ubiquitous feature of the luminous,

ard state, it follows that this state cannot be MAD. 
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Figure 1. Time-av eraged (o v er 20 000 GM / c 3 ) radial profiles of the disc tilt 
angle, T disc , with 1 σ statistical fluctuations for models T15, T30, T45, and 
T60 of Chatterjee et al., (in preparation), which had initial tilt angles of 15, 
30, 45, and 60 ◦, respectively. All had a / M = 0.9375. In all cases, the inner 
disc aligns with the symmetry plane of the black hole out to r � 10 GM / c 2 . 

Figure 2. Space–time plots of the disc (left-hand panel) and jet (right- 
hand panel) tilt angles (in degrees) for model T45 of Chatterjee et al., (in 
preparation). As already shown in Fig. 1 , the disc quickly aligns (tilt goes to 
≈0) to beyond a radius of 10 GM / c 2 , but we now also see that the jet direction 
is nearly perfectly aligned with the black hole spin axis to beyond 10 2 GM / c 2 . 
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To some, this may be a dissatisfying conclusion, as there are 
ompelling arguments that the hard state is MAD. First, the net 
agnetic flux threading a MAD will increase the strength of the 
agneto-rotational instability, leading to a high-ef fecti ve viscosity 

Begelman & Armitage 2014 ). This high-ef fecti ve viscosity will 
revent the disc from cooling efficiently, leaving a hot, highly 
agnetized, optically thin flow, as required to produce the hard X- 

ay spectrum associated with this state (Igumenshchev 2009 ; Dexter, 
cepi & Begelman 2021 ). It is not clear that any other known solution
f general relativistic MHD can achieve this. MADs also produce 
trong jets, which may explain the association of the hard state with
ersistent, powerful radio emission (Fender 2001 ). Finally, a global 
agnetic field inversion, in other words, a cancelling out of the MAD
eld, can produce much of the phenomenology associated with the 
ard-to-soft state transition in BHXRBs (Dexter et al. 2014 ). 
So what can we conclude if the hard state is, in fact, MAD? In
his case, we may need to confront the possibility that the type-C and
et QPOs are not associated with LT precession, despite the strong
upporting evidence provided in Section 2 and 3 . There are, of course,
lternativ e e xplanations for the type-C QPO, such as the accretion–
jection instability model (AEI; Tagger & Pellat 1999 ) and JED–SAD
icture (Marcel et al. 2020 ; see Ingram & Motta 2019 , for a more
omplete re vie w). Ho we ver, current iterations of those models do
ot provide complete pictures of how their respective QPOs operate, 
or how they can explain the full set of observations. The other
lternative is that present simulations are somehow insufficient to 
upport our conclusion that MADs do not precess. Since simulations 
f tilted accretion discs, whether in the MAD or weakly magnetized 
tates, are still relatively rare, it could be that there are unexplored
egions of parameter space where the disc exhibits characteristics of 
eing MAD, yet still retains its tilt and undergoes LT precession. Just
o expand on this point, nearly all published tilted disc simulations
ave assumed dimensionless spins, a / M ≥ 0.9 (e.g. Liska et al. 2018 ;
hite et al. 2019 ; Ressler et al. 2023 ). It could be that at lower

pins the torque of the magnetic fields is insufficient to align the
isc (evidence to this effect will be presented in Chatterjee et al.,
n preparation). Ho we ver, at those lo wer spins, the torque dri ving
T precession will also be weaker. How all of these effects play
ut may not be resolved until tilted disc simulations become more
ommonplace. 

As a final note, we call attention to the fact that there is some
vidence from Event Horizon Telescope observations and matching 
imulations that both M87 (Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration 
021 ) and Sgr A ∗ (Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration 2022 )
ost MADs. If we accept this association, then it suggests that MADs
ay be a common feature of black hole accretion at very low-mass

ccretion rates (corresponding to the quiescent state of BHXRBs). 
f that is the case, then associating the type-C and jet QPOs with tilt
nd precession during the luminous, hard state may require that discs
ransition from a MAD to an un-MAD configuration near the start of
heir outbursts. 
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